Title word cross-reference

of [Gob98b, Sto98].

1 [Car92, Rum98]. 1473-1500 [Ame79]. 1478 [Tra17]. 1480-1599 [Tra84]. 1516
 [Dan02]. 1599 [Tra84]. 1690-1832 [Ber16]. 16th [Szm86, Ann85]. 18 [La 16a]. 1800
 [Isa86, Sil82a, Met81]. 1812 [Bum82]. 1820 [Ste80a]. 1825 [Tur81]. 1830 [Gre81]. 1840
 [Kod10c]. 1860 [WP09d]. 1865 [Sul83]. 1876 [Pan85]. 1880 [Kod10b]. 1880s
 [Dun88a, Sta85]. 1890 [Joh09c, Wal95]. 1890s [Gob98b]. 1896-1912 [Kel08c]. 1899
 [Kra79b]. 1900 [Teb83]. 1912 [WP09c]. 1914 [Spa83]. 1920s [Smi05a]. 1928 [Bid92].
 1931 [Win92]. 1935 [La 16a]. 1940 [Kod09a]. 1940s [Ste85, Sul86]. 1970s
 [Smi05a]. 1972 [Ano72]. 1975
 [CH83, Gil82, Dav84]. 1992 [Dre93]. 1998
 [BS99]. 19th [Pan88, Har88].

2 [GK10]. 2000 [Ano12a]. 2004 [WP09a].

20th [Pan88]. 2d [Lar92, Pet85].

31/32 [BBRD99].

98 [Han00].

A. [Sta81]. Abraham [Wei02]. Account
 [Mat82, Win92, DG93, MS80]. Active
 [Bur07, Kel09a]. Adam [Mif16b].

Adaptation [Arg92, Lan05, WP07g].
Adapted [Bue82]. additions [Hen95].
Adobe [Arg92]. Adventure [Sul83, WCB82]. Advertising [Can00].
Books
[Ano11a, Bid80, Dre93, Hel00, Hel15, Kod84, Kod10a, Kor83, Mif12a, Pea08, Spu82, Sto98, Szm86, Tra84, Uza79, WP09, WP09d, WP09g, Win11, Ann85, BL +83, Bec07, BB05, Chr82, ER82, Hel00, Hel15, Kod84, Kod10a, Kor83, Mif12a, Pea08, Spu82, Sto98, Szm86, Tra84, Uza79, WP09, WP09e].

Bookseller [Sin92, Yea12].

Booksellers [Th´e83, Hul82].

Bookselling [Sul86, Ste85].

Boston [Ant08, Kra79b, Kos06, O’B03, Yea12].

Bowden [Fra89].

Box [Hop09].

Boyd [Cos94].

BR [Gen84].

Bradbury [Gra90].

Bradley [Dan80].

Bride [RB08].

Bridson [Wee88].

Brief [Mck79, Sax81].

British [Rai82, WP09k, HH08, Hun80a].

Broadside [Kri10].

Broadsides [Bum82].

Brotherhood [Mif13, Lea10].

Brothers [Kod10b, FB09].

Brown [WP09d].

Bruccoli [Gra88].

Bruce [WP09c, WP09g, Gen84, Kel08c, LRS07, Sti85, Tho80a, Tho83].

Bruckner [Law90b].

Brunet [Wei88].

Brussel [Ano89].

Brussel-Smith [Ano89].

Buchanan [WP09d].

Buchanan-Brown [WP09d].

Buchgraphik [SlvA87].

Buchgrapik [Hut89].

Buchillusturation [Hut89, SlvA87].

Bucheler [Pan85].

builders [Har89].

Bullen [Leeexa].

Burgess [BBRD99, BBRD99, Par94].

Burke [Kel09a].

Business [Fil07, Kri10, Met81, aD79].

Buxton [BC83, Lar92, Pet85].

C [Bro88a, BY79].

Canadian [Pre81, GL80].

Cape [Ash10].

Capital [Sme08].

Carbutt [Han05].

Card [Kri10].

Carl [Pan85, Gob90, Kod09a, Wal82].

Carroll [Bro79].

Carter [Lar92, Pet85, BC83, Lan02].

Case [Ber11, Blu80, Ryu79].

Caslon [Duc84, Ber11, Bid80].

Casper [Kod09b].

Catalog [BS99, Har81].

catalogs [Ann75, Hen95].

Catalogue [CH83, Dav84, Joh91, WP08, Ann85, Ano80, Ano88a, AN83, Bec07, Bid84, FibiBLL09, SB82, Van84].

Catalogues [SIl82a, Win81].

Cataneo [Wat84, HC81].

Cave [Tri84].

Caxton [Nee86].

Celebration [Dun88b].

census [PP11, Ano12b].

Centenary [Joh93, Ano72, Gil82].

Centennial [Dun88b].

Centuries [SlvA87, WP09e, Wil08, He00].

Century [All83, Ano12a, Ant08, Arg92, Bar93, Bid82, Dav81, Dav84, Hel15, Joh91, Joh93, Joh11c, Kor83, Lan83, Lar92, Mif17, Pet85, Szm86, Tra17, Van79, WP07o, Win83, BL +83, BC83, Bar85, Bar92, BB82, Can00, CP34, CP71, CP92, Clo08, CH83, Dys84, Gra76, HS78, Kel10, Kos06, Maz15, OW80, PM84, Sou05, Ste80c, Wee85, Ann85, Bol16, Har88, Las05, O’B03, Pan88, Pet07a, Rum92a, Spu82, Win11, Fie86, Joh99b, McT85, Sta81].

Certain [Lar92, Pet85, BC83, CP34, CP71, CP92].

Chalmers [Tho80b].

Chambers [Wei83].

Champ [Sme08].

Chancery [Sta81, OW80].

Change [Fil02, Len94, Tra82, Tra84, Chr82, Eis94, Kos06, Ant08].

Changes [Pom94].

Chants [Wil84, Sui87].

Chap [Dre93, Rat92].

Charing [Nee86].

Charles [Sul83, WP07b, Bue83, Duno8, Pan85, Wat01, Wat04, Win11].

Charter [Run14].

Chaucer [Ano12b, PP11].

Checklist [Sii82a, DM79, Gil82, Kel08c, Win81, You10a].

Checklists [Kod10a, Kel08a].

Chemists [Pet81].

Chicago [Han00, Eck87].

Children [McT84, Mey83].

Chinese [jK86].

Chip [AAG87].

Chiswick [Bue82].

Chrisman

D [Hil80, Joh09d, Joh11a, Kod09b, Rae88, Sch87, Sul82b]. D. [Law90b, Sch87]. Dale [Sm188]. Damned [Pet81]. Dana [Ste79a]. Daniel [All90, Hut93]. Danish [Ben93].


delineation [HS78]. democracy [Com79, Sax80a]. Democratic [Sul87, Wil84]. Denslow [Ano83].

Department [Szn86, Ann85, Ano88a, RB08]. Depictions [Per15]. description [Ann85, HS78].

descriptions [Lan04]. Descriptive
[Kod84, Sil82a, ER82, Win81]. Design
[Dun79, Dun80, Hid07, HF06, Joh08, Joh09c, Nea79, WP07o, WP07r, BBB+02, HUD08, Jan04, Maz15, Smi05a, Smi05b, Sou05, Tho88, Gra90, Mi97]. Designer
[Dun79, Dun80, Hid07, HF06, Joh08, Joh09c, Nea79, WP07o, WP07r, BBB+02, Hud08, Jan04, Maz15, Smi05a, Smi05b, Sou05, Tho88, Gra90, Mif17]. Destruction
[BBRD99, DeC87, Par94, WP07k, WP07n, BBBD02, Hud08, Jan04, Maz15, Smi05a, Smi05b, Sou05, Tho88, Gra90, Mif17]. Designer
[BBRD99, DeC87, Par94, WP07k, WP07n, BBBD02, Hud08, Jan04, Maz15, Smi05a, Smi05b, Sou05, Tho88, Gra90, Mif17]. Development
[Fle86, Gre90, Pan88, Bar85, Bar92, Hus85]. Devices
[Nel00]. Devil
[Mif16d, Lox08b]. DeVinne
[WP07e]. Devoted
[DeC84, Ano82]. Diamond
[Auj14, WP09b]. Diane
[Tho80b]. Dickenson
[Bro88a]. Dictionary
[Bro79, Dic86, Kod84, Rai82, Tay90, The83, ER82, Hul82, Hum80a, Rei75, Bro88a]. Digital
[Ano03, Mif16c, WP09j, Dod06, Hop12]. Dimensions
[Mor81]. Dining
[Sil82b]. Directions
[Sil84b]. Directory
[Ber16, Bid12]. Disbound
[DSC+05, WP07c]. Disciple
[Cyr93]. Discovering
[WP09e, Wil08]. Discovery
[Sav16]. Dispersed
[WP09c, DSC+05]. Distribution
[Ber16, Bid12]. Diversity
[Ber90]. Division
[Har85]. Do
[Sto98]. Doctoral
[Sil84b, Web85]. Document
[Sil80]. Documentation
[Har88, HS78]. Documents
[Mif89a, Mil89b]. Dodd
[WP09j]. Doggett
[Gre81]. Duplicator
[Zla13]. During
[Bou12]. Dwyiggins
[Pan85, Dwi80, Rum14]. Dyer
[Sul84a]. Dyson
[Wee85]. Eagle
[Hel15]. Earlier
[Tho79, Wol80]. Earliest
[Auj14, WP09j, Dod06, WB10]. Early
[Bak92, BB05, CC85, Eis81, Har88, Hud78, Lan04, Lee89, O'B03, Pan88, Per15, Hin82, Sil84, Tho79, Tra82, Wol80, Am79, Eis94, HS78, TM96, Joh07d, Lar84, Ste80a, Tur81, WP09d]. Early-Modern
[Tho82, Eis94]. Earnest
[Wat01, Wat04]. Easton
[Hey85]. Ed
[Mif16b, Ant08, Bid82, Gob90, Hil80, Joy85, Kod10b, Lar92, Pet85, Pre81, Sil84, Sti85]. Ed.
[Wei83]. Eden
[Sen17, Keg16]. Edited
[Ano91]. Edition
[Win92, Dg93, Cha90, Gob90]. Editions
[Dan02, Fra89, Kel08, TC88]. Editor
[Lee99, Panxx]. Editors
[Cav88, Len88]. Eds
[Dav84, Kas82, Kod92, Kod09b, Kod10c, Kod11, WP09a, WP09b]. Education
[AP17, Hid07]. Educator
[BJS87]. Edward
[Ano72, HJ07, Kel08b, Tra79]. Edwin
[Bia87, Gli84]. Egloffstein
[Han93]. Egyptian
[Tho94]. Eight
[Mid85]. Eighteenth
[Dav84, CH83, HS78, Hel00]. Eighteenth-Century
[HS78]. Eighty
[Fra87]. Eisenstein
[Tho82]. Elbert
[Ano83]. Electric
[Lab17]. Electrification
[Dev85]. Elephants
[Her09]. Eleven
[Ano12a, Kel10]. Elizabeth
[Bro79, Lel89, The83, Tra82, WP09b]. Ellen
[Mif17]. Ellms
[Win11]. Emery
[Dun88b]. Encyclopedie
[Met81, aD79]. End
[Uza79]. England
[Hun80b, Spu82, Kor83, Rai81]. English
[Fra89, Tra79, Fru02, Hod78, McT81, TB88]. Engraved
[Her09, Hum80b, Rai81]. Engraver
[Tho79, WP07f, Joh07c, Pom05, Ugo06]. Engravers
[O'B03, O'B14, Hum80a, Rai82]. Engraving
[Lar84, O'B03, Tur81, Wee85, Dys84, Wol80].
Engravings [Har88, Lar84, Pom94].
Enlightenment [Met81, aD79]. Enquiry
[Lar92, Pet85, BC83, CP34, CP71, CP92].
Enterprise [Bou08]. Entertainment
[Bid82, Ste80c]. Ephemera
[Bax00, Joh09c, Pan82, Sil82b, Hud08].
epilogue [CP92]. Era [Rom03, Gor14].
Eragny [WP08, Bec07]. Eric [DC93, Gil82].
Ernest [WP07]. Essay
[Geh98, La 15, Flibib BLL09]. Essays
[Cav84, Sil84, Jan04, Mid85, MP82, Hin82].
Estiennes [Bid84, SB82]. Etherington
[Kod84, Europe
[Day66, EIS94, Fra66c, Tra82]. European
[Roy86, Smi88]. Europeans [Geh98].
Evenden [WP09b]. Everson [Pei98]. Every
[Ste80b]. Ex [Ano11b, Hop11, Mif12b].
examined [BC83, Lar92, Pet85]. Excerpts
[Tho79, LA94]. Exchange [You10b].
exhibit [Gii82]. Exhibition
[BS99, Joh91, WP08, Ame79, Ann85, Ano72,
Ano88a, Bec07, Leexxb]. Expansion
[KR09, Kod09a]. Expedition [Bou08].
Experience [Mar07]. Experiments
[Ste80b]. Exploration [Su183, WCB82].
Exploring [Bou08]. Explosion
[Joh10, Las05]. Extensive [Kod10c, GK10].
Externals [Wei83].

F [Flibib BLL09, Kod09a, Kod11, WP07].
Fable [Bri12]. Face [Pan99]. Facing
[Pan07]. Fairchild [La 13]. Fall
[Panx, You10b]. Family [Ber90]. Fantasies
[Rum15, Ruf17]. far [Sme03, Joh07b]. Fared
[Smi86]. Farren [WP09a]. Fashioned
[Sch81, TS68]. Feather [Tay90]. Feb
[Ano72]. February [Bec07]. Fenn
[Mif15, Rai13]. Fiction [Kor83, Spu82].
Field
[Bou12, WP09i, Old06, Joh11b, You10a].
Fifteenth
[Bar93, Fle86, Tra17, Bar85, Bar92, Bol16].
Fifteenth-Century
[Bar93, Tra17, Bol16].

Fifty [WP09a, Flibib BLL09]. Fine
[Auc01, Har98, Pei98]. Finlay [Kod10b].
Fiona [WP09h]. Firma [Rae88, Sch87].
First
[Bon83, Han93, Joh11c, Phe85, Tra79,
WP09c, BL+83, Hod78, Kel80c]. Five
[WP09e, The79, Wil08, Slv87]. Fleuron
[Bro88b, Ash80, MS73, Smo86]. Fleury
[Sme08]. Flowering [WP09c, Kel80c]. Folio
[O'B14]. Folly [Sax80a, Com79]. Font
[Dan02, Sch87]. fonts [Dod06, WP09i].
Forgeries [Lar92, Pet85, BC83]. Forgers
[Lar92]. Formal [La 16b]. Forman
[Lar92, Pet85, BC83]. Format [Nea79].
Forms [Smi05a, Smi05b, Tho06, WP07r].
Fortunes [Gra88, Bru86]. Founders
[Ano80, Har81, Sax80b, Wil84]. Foundries
[Hen95, Ann75]. Foundry [HF06, Eck87].
Four [Win92, DG93]. Fowlle [All90].
Fragments [Sav16]. Frames [Hel11].
francaise [Cha90]. France
[WP09d, BB05, Lan04]. Frances [Auj14].
Francis [Ash80, Hod78, Tra79]. Francisco
[Har98]. Frank [Mif16a, Sax80a]. Frankfurt
[Sch87]. Franklin [Fra88, New84, Sax90,
Win07, Can00, For90, GS06, Sha07]. Frans
[Joh08]. Fraser [Ano89]. Fraternal
[Lan02].
Fred [Bid84, Joh07b]. Frederic
[Ano79, Mif16d, Ano78, Bru90, La 13,
La 16a, La 16b, Law90b, Lox90a, Lox90b].
Frederick [Han93]. Freedom
[Joy85, RB84]. French [Joh09d, Spa83,
Ame92, Joh11a, Ray82, Ver10]. Frisket
[Sav16]. Fritz [Swan]. Frost [Cor86, Blu85].
Frühdruck [Ame79, de 82]. Fruits [Bou08].
Fuller [Cos94]. Fulton [BP85]. Fünf
[Slv87, Hut89]. Future [Pan07, Wri07].

G [Lan83]. G. [Gle86]. Gabriel [Ruf17].
Galleries [Ano72]. Garamond
[Arg92, Arg92, Lan05, WP07g]. Gary
[Isa86]. Gatekeepers [Joy83, New84].
Gavin [Wee88]. Gay [Pan85]. Gender
[Rum98]. Genial [Eck85]. Genius
[Sax80a, Com79]. Geoffrey [Wee88, Tan82].

H [Har03, Kod11, Lar92, Pet85, WP08, WP09k]. H. [BC83]. Hague [Pan85, Gil82]. Half [All83, HBJ03, BL+83, BB82]. Halftone [Han93]. Hall [Teb86]. Hallock [Coa03]. Hamel [WP07c]. Hammer [McG94]. Hampshire [Can00]. Hand [Lan83, Mat82, Rum92b, Sax86, Sta81, WP09i, HS85, MS80, Old06, OW80, SD91, SD92]. Handbook [Sta81, OW80]. Handmade [Mos07, Sax87]. handpress [HS78]. Hard [Ruf17, Rum15]. Harmsen [Joh07a]. Harris [Dav84, Lie79, WP07j]. Harry [Lar92, Mif15, Rai13]. Hartford [Kod10b, BF09, FB+90]. Hartz [WP07j, LL06]. Harvard [Wat84, Ano88b, Hal86, Teb86]. Hauser [WP07d]. Hebrew [GK06, Hel00, Hel11, Hel15, Kos10, Whi92]. Helen [Ano83]. Hench [Kas82]. Hendrik [Joh09d, Joh11a]. Henry [Har03, Ano89, Dun79, Sul83]. Her [All87]. Herbert [Ash80]. Hermann [Kel09b]. Highlights [WP07q, Ano03, BR03, Bic84, SB82]. Hill [Lox08a, WP09k]. Hindman [Sil84]. Histoire [Cha90]. Historian [Wei80, BY79]. Historical [Bum82, Fra86c]. Histories [Kor83, Spu82]. History [Bak92, Ber93, Bri12, Cre06, Dre85, Eli15, Far83a, Fea86, Fra86b, Geb98, Gre86, Har80, Har81, Hop09, Joh08, Joh92, KR09, Ke98, Kod09a, Kod09b, Kod10c, Kos10, Lan83, Met81, Mif12a, Nes84, Rom14, Sax81, Sul84b, Sul86, Tan81, Tan87, Tur81, Van84, WP07p, WP09j, Web85, Win95, Ano80, AN83, Bar78, Bar07, Bla83, Bla92, Caz84, aD79, Dod06, Dre81, Dre94, Dro83, Eas83, GL80, Gk06, Gk10, Hal86, HS78, HH06, Hus85, Jan04, Lox04, Pea08, Ste85, Sut78, Teb78, TB88, Wol80, BBBD99, Mi16a, Teb79, Fra89, Joh09a, Pre81, Tay90, Teb86, WP07i, Ano94]. Hitherto [Bre90]. Hitler [Lan16]. Hodnett [Tra79]. Hoe [Com79, Sax80a]. Hofer [Ano88a, Joh91, Ano88a]. Holliday [Kel08b]. Holtom [Ano12b]. Homan [Coa03]. Honor [Sil84, Hin82]. Hopkins [Mif16c]. Hopkinson [Ano11b, Mif12b]. Hornby [Har03]. Horse [Lan83]. Hospital

[Gob98a]. **Newburyport** [McC95].
Newport [For90]. **Newspapers**
Kod10a, Kel08a. Nicholas [Lar92, Teb79].
Nicolas [Pet85, Fle86]. Nicolette [Van79].
Nilsson [Van84]. Nineteenth
Bid82, Can00, Gra76, Joh09b, Joh10, Lar92,
Mif17, Pet85, Wee85, BC83, CP34, CP71,
CP92, Clo08, Dys84, Maz15, Ste80c, Lan83,
Las05, O’B03, Pet07a, Rum92a, Van79,
Win83, Win11. Nineteenth-century
[Can00, Wee85, Las05, O’B03,
Pet07a, Rum92a, Win11]. Ninety [Kel09b].
Nissenbaum [Kod09b].
No [BBRD99,
Bri05, Rum98, Tic05, WP07b, WP07e].
Noah [Rus90]. Non [RB08, WP09h].
Non-Latin [RB08, WP09h].
Nonesuch [Far83a, Dre81].
Nordlunde [Ben93].
North [WP09i, Old06].
Northern [Wal95, LA94].
Note [Dan92, Teb79]. Notes
Bar76, Ber16, Bid12, Kod10a, Tan82, Due84,
Gla79a, Gla79b, Kel08a, Lan04, Ste79a].
nouveau [Joh79, Tho80b]. Numismata
Bla83, Bla92, Ber93]. NY [Ano79].

O [Hen95, Rum92b, Wei02]. Observation
Fra86c]. observing [Gil82]. Office
Van84, AN83]. offices [Lan04]. Officina
Mat82, MS80]. Offspring [Lan02]. Oh [Sto98]. Old [Ame92, Ben93, Bue82, EK83,
Sax94, Sch81, Sul84b, TS68, Dan82].
Old-Fashioned [Sch81]. Old-Style
Ame92]. Oldest [Sax91]. Oldham [WP09i].
One [Ant80, Fal02, Zia, Kos06].
Opentype [WP09], Dod06]. Operate
Zsm89, BF86]. Origin
Mif16c, Hop12, Hus85]. Origins
Ame92, Fli07, Har89, Isa86, Lab17, Sul86,
Mar85, Ste85]. Ornamental [Hel11].
Ornamented [Van79, Gra76]. Ornaments
Bid80, Bro79, Rei75]. Orville [BB88].
Oscar [Dun88b]. Osley [Sta81]. Other
BB88, Pan99]. Ottmar [Gob90, Sch89].
Otto [Hut89, SlvA87]. our

[Gob98a]. **Newburyport** [McC95].
Newport [For90]. **Newspapers**
Kod10a, Kel08a. Nicholas [Lar92, Teb79].
Nicolas [Pet85, Fle86]. Nicolette [Van79].
Nilsson [Van84]. Nineteenth
Bid82, Can00, Gra76, Joh09b, Joh10, Lar92,
Mif17, Pet85, Wee85, BC83, CP34, CP71,
CP92, Clo08, Dys84, Maz15, Ste80c, Lan83,
Las05, O’B03, Pet07a, Rum92a, Van79,
Win83, Win11. Nineteenth-century
[Can00, Wee85, Las05, O’B03,
Pet07a, Rum92a, Win11]. Ninety [Kel09b].
Nissenbaum [Kod09b].
No [BBRD99,
Bri05, Rum98, Tic05, WP07b, WP07e].
Noah [Rus90]. Non [RB08, WP09h].
Non-Latin [RB08, WP09h].
Nonesuch [Far83a, Dre81].
Nordlunde [Ben93].
North [WP09i, Old06].
Northern [Wal95, LA94].
Note [Dan92, Teb79]. Notes
Bar76, Ber16, Bid12, Kod10a, Tan82, Due84,
Gla79a, Gla79b, Kel08a, Lan04, Ste79a].
nouveau [Joh79, Tho80b]. Numismata
Bla83, Bla92, Ber93]. NY [Ano79].

O [Hen95, Rum92b, Wei02]. Observation
Fra86c]. observing [Gil82]. Office
Van84, AN83]. offices [Lan04]. Officina
Mat82, MS80]. Offspring [Lan02]. Oh [Sto98]. Old [Ame92, Ben93, Bue82, EK83,
Sax94, Sch81, Sul84b, TS68, Dan82].
Old-Fashioned [Sch81]. Old-Style
Ame92]. Oldest [Sax91]. Oldham [WP09i].
One [Ant80, Fal02, Zia, Kos06].
Opentype [WP09], Dod06]. Operate
Zsm89, BF86]. Origin
Mif16c, Hop12, Hus85]. Origins
Ame92, Fli07, Har89, Isa86, Lab17, Sul86,
Mar85, Ste85]. Ornamental [Hel11].
Ornamented [Van79, Gra76]. Ornaments
Bid80, Bro79, Rei75]. Orville [BB88].
Oscar [Dun88b]. Osley [Sta81]. Other
BB88, Pan99]. Ottmar [Gob90, Sch89].
Otto [Hut89, SlvA87]. our

[Amo90, HH06, WP071, Lee89]. Own
[Ste80b]. Owned [New84, Joy83]. Oxford
[Kod11, Teb79, Bar78, SW10, Sut78].
P [Gle86, Joy85, Pan85, Si79a, Wal82].
Packages [Win11]. Page [Kru86, Mor81].
Pages [Hel90]. Paige [Gob98a]. Paleo
[Joh90a]. Paleograph [Joh90d].
Palm [Dav11]. Pamphlets [Pet85, CP34,
CP71, CP92, Lar92, Pet85, BC83]. Paper
[Ber16, Bid12, Dan94, Mif15, Sta10, WP071,
HH06, Rai13]. Papermaking
[Bar93, Tan82, Gl89a, Gl89b]. Papers
[Dav84, Joh90d, BL+83, CH83, Tra81].
pardoner [Nee86, Dre87]. Paris
[Dan02, AB12, Geh13]. Parker
[Sul84a, BBRD99, Dye82]. Parson [Gre94].
Part [Car92, Mil89a, Mil89b]. Partial
[Sil79a]. Partington [Mil16b]. Past
[Bum82, Mil89a, Mil89b]. Patents
[Ele08, Gob98b, WP09b]. Patricia [Ber87].
Patrick [Mif13]. Patronage
[WP09b, Eve08]. Paul
[Bly15, Dre87, Dun80, Mar87]. Pearson
[Mif12a]. Peasant [Len94]. Peculiar [All90].
Peignot [HF06]. Miller [Lan02]. Penguin
[WP07n, Dou06]. Pepin [McT85].
Perceptive [Dun80]. Permanence [Sil82b].
Perspective [Sto97]. pervoi [Gle86].
pervoi [BL+83]. Peter [Joy85, RB84.
Win07, Dun88a, Kel08b, Thb79, de 82].
Peterson [An012b, May87]. Petrulla
[Geh90]. Philadelphia
[Har89, HH13, Lee89, O’B14]. Philip
[Joh91, An008a, An091]. Philippic [Eck85].
Phoebe [Hey85]. Phonetic [HJ803].
Photography [Gra07, HB13].
Phototypesetting [Rom03]. Picasso
[Roy86, Smi88]. Picture
[Wei88, Wro91, Ben08, BW84, Aut10].
Pictures [Dys84, WP09b, Eve08, Wee85].
Picturing [BF09, FB+09, Kod10b].
Pioneer [AP17, Len88]. Piracy [Pan99].
Pirates [Win11]. Pissarro [WP08].
Richard-Gabriel [Ruf17], Ricketts [WP07], Wat01, Wat04, Rinascimento [Pet07b, Geh09], Rise [Gre87, La 14, Panxx, Sul87, You10b, Teh87, TM96, Wil84, You12], Risks [Fli07], Riverside [WP09c, Kel08c], Rob [Shi10, WP09h], Robert [BS87, WP07g, BP85, Blu85, Cor86, DG93,EK83, Gen84, Gre86, Lan05, Mid85, Sav16, SIl82a, Sti85, WP09f], Roberta [Kod10c], Roberts [Kod84], Robin [WP09j], Robinson [Har87], Rockies [Sul83, WCB82], Roderick [Tri84], Roger [Coa03, Wal95], Rogers [WP09c, WP09g, Gen84, Gob98b, Kel08c, LRS07, Tho80a, Tho83], Role [Gra07], Rollins [Wal82, Pan85], Rollo [Lan83], Roman [Ame92, Lan05, Sme08], Romano [Mif16a], Romantic [DeC87, Kru86, Cra85, Cra05], Rosebud [Har88], Rosenwald [Win82, Sil84], Ross [WP09h], Ronceval [Nee86], Roy [Shi10], Royal [Van84, Ano72, AN83], Roylance [Smi88], Rudge [Gli84, Bia87], Ruggles [Sil79a], Rummonds [Ruf17], Russia [Isa86, Mar85], Russian [BL+83], Russkie [BL+83, Gle86], Ryder [Bhu80].
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